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Holistic Approach




Are you looking for:

	An approach to healing that honors and emphasizes your current experience?
	Healing that incorporates both a bottom-up (i.e. physical/biological) and a top-down (i.e. mental/cognitive) understanding?
	A way to work with your anxiety, depression, trauma, or other psychobiological phenomena that doesn’t involve trying to “fix it” or “make it go away”?
	An increased awareness of your body’s and mind’s adaptations to trauma?
	Assistance navigating a challenging time in your life?
	Increased awareness of what is happening in your body and your being?
	A path of deeper healing through embodiment?


Both Sarah and Molly offer Embodied Trauma Healing and Remote Reiki sessions, both in-person in the Andersonville neighborhood of Chicago and virtually. To better understand how Sarah and Molly work, check out their bios and session descriptions.

Not sure about Embodied Trauma Healing sessions? Schedule a free 15-minute Discovery Call with Molly or Sarah.

No matter what path you pursue, we are honored that you are considering working with us. Our hope for you is that as you work toward optimal health, you become more present physically and beyond, opening up to all the possibilities that life is waiting to offer you.















Healing Services
Now offering a in-person and virtual options, including Reiki sessions and Embodied Trauma Healing sessions.







Read more



Reiki Sessions (In-person/Remote)

Reiki is an energy healing practice that supports healing on physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual levels. You are guided to get in touch with your own inner resources through direct experience.




Read more



Embodied Trauma Healing Sessions (In-person/Remote)

We use the NeuroAffective Relational Model (NARM), grounded in an understanding of developmental trauma, to clarify what you are seeking in your life and where you might feel stuck. Sessions may also incorporate a variety of somatic and energy-based techniques to help you move through past trauma and the ways in which it shows up in your current experience.




Read more



Discovery Call (Phone/Video Call)

Interested in Embodied Trauma Healing sessions but not quite ready to book? Schedule a free 15-minute call with Sarah or Molly to explore.







Need healing?
Schedule a Session
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Get In Touch
(773) 492-8535

[email protected]
5215 N Ravenswood Ave #213, Chicago, IL 60640
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5215 N Ravenswood Ave, Suite 301, Chicago IL 60640




(773) 492-8535
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ANNOUNCEMENT FROM MOLLY AND SARAH 


Thanks for visiting! We are still here to support your healing process but with a new focus and approach; thus, this website is a bit out-of-date. We are currently offering in-person and remote sessions with a focus on embodied trauma healing and Reiki. Check out our current offerings and schedule here.

To see the latest on what we are up to, check out our new website at www.theembodyconnection.com.

If you are a previous client of Molly’s or have been referred to her, she is offering therapeutic massage on a limited basis. Please contact her directly at [email protected].
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